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Mask mandate
removal contributes
to upbeat atmosphere
in CHS classrooms
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Seniors’ end-of-year Assassins
game underway once again
BY SHAYLA DUTTA

‘Tis the season. The air is heavy with betrayal
and charged with determination. Paranoia runs
rampant, a disease no participant is free of. Students are dropping left and right as friendships fall
apart and trust dissolves long-standing relationships. Nerf guns have become a universal accessory…at least for the 98 competitors in this year’s
game of Assassins.
For over a decade, Carmel High School seniors
have come together–independent from the school–
for Assassins, a game in which each participant is
assigned a target to “kill,” either by shooting them
with a nerf gun or tapping them with a spoon. Students join for a variety of reasons, primarily for the
class-wide experience, but also motivated by the
prize funded by a $10 entry fee.
“I wanted to win the pot,” says senior Jack Cassady, in lament of his early in-game assassination.
“But I also just wanted to be a part of a game with
all my classmates.”
As a large portion of the senior class participates
each year, many seniors view it as an opportunity
to bond as a class.
“I’ve tried to participate in every senior activ-

ity just because it’s our last year,” explains senior
Abby Weisenfeld, “but I don’t think I can win this.
I’m not that competitive.”
Weisenfeld is among those who failed to knock
out their target within two weeks. This group is
put on the “kill list,” released weekly through the
game’s Instagram account. The people on this list
are fair game to any competitor, motivating students to eliminate their target quickly. Once they
do so, they receive the student their target was assigned to eliminate.
“It’s kind of fun just watching it all play out and
watching people socialize with people they’ve never talked to before,” says senior Oliver Whittaker,
who volunteered to run this year’s game.
While the school is aware of this popular yearend game, it is completely student-run, and CHS
does not endorse it. In fact, past incidents have
led the administration to establish rules surrounding the school, barring “kills” from happening at
school-related events and during the time immedi-

ASSASSINS
CONT. ON 2

Following the statewide lift of the school mask mandate
March 12, the majority of Carmel High students have opted
to take their facial coverings off in classrooms, leading to
a noticeably more social and positive atmosphere around
campus.
“Seeing people’s faces has been the shift on campus,”
CHS principal Jon Lyons says. “I’ve noticed it even in just
the past few days. People have pepped up.”
Almost exactly two years after the initial shutdown of
Carmel Unified schools in 2020, teens walked into their
first-period classes mask-free March 14. Despite starting
the day with an approximate 50/50 split between mask and
non-mask wearers in class, most students had removed
their coverings by the last bell, carrying that decision into
the following weeks.
“When I went into school that Monday, I realized that
masks had become my idea of ‘normal,’” senior Josie Steiny
observes. “I hadn’t seen many of my peers’ faces since my
sophomore year of high school, and I was honestly baffled
at the fact that I didn’t recognize some of my classmates
that I have studied with since kindergarten.”
But because many students have opted to not wear a
mask, those who have decided to keep theirs on are left
feeling a little out of place. Senior Bianca Sawyer admits
that she initially felt awkward wearing a mask, since in
most classes it would just be her and a few other classmates
wearing one, and although she’s now removed it, her worry
of seeing a rise in COVID-19 cases after the mask mandate
lift inspired her initial decision.
“I, personally, will be keeping my mask on for the remainder of the year,” says sophomore Connor Grummon.
“As someone who struggles with anxiety surrounding the
COVID-19 pandemic, continuing to wear my mask will
make me feel comfortable, especially when surrounded by
my unmasked peers.”
Others are relying on their vaccination status, should
there be a surge.
“Considering I’m vaccinated with a booster shot, I’m not
very concerned about getting COVID,” senior Stevie Dean
articulates. “I’ve decided to keep my mask off. If people are
concerned about it, they should definitely get vaccinated or
ask their teachers to be seated away from others.”
This question was brought up by some of the CHS staff
with mask lift: Should seating arrangements be split between masked and unmasked students in the classroom?
Principal Lyons’ immediate answer is no. However,
should a student feel uncomfortable sitting next to someone without a mask or vice versa, they have every right to
request a seat change.
“From a classroom perspective, you’re talking about a
lot of kids and pretty cramped quarters,” Lyons adds, “so
we’ll do what we can to make students feel comfortable,
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First day of winter break set for
Christmas Eve in 2022-23 school
BY RYAN JALILI

Carmel High School students have grown accustomed to winter break and finals ending a few days
before Christmas, allowing time for most families to
travel for the holiday if they celebrate it. But based
on a decision by the Carmel Unified School District
calendar committee, the 2022-23 winter break is set to
begin Saturday, Dec. 24, just after students’ finals end.
The committee, composed of administrators and
representatives from the teacher union, proposed two
solutions for next year’s calendar: The first would start
finals on Thursday, Dec. 15, and end on Tuesday, Dec.
20, with a weekend in between test days. The second
would begin winter break on Christmas Eve, with fi-

nals taking place Dec. 20-23 and no weekend in between. Between these two options, the CUSD staff and
faculty voted in favor of the second option: to begin
winter break on Christmas Eve.
Even though the 2016-17 school year seemed to
have an identical calendar year line up as the 2022-23
schedule, winter break that year began Saturday, Dec.
17, with school resuming Monday, Jan. 2. This year,
the exemption allowed for the schedule in the 2016-17
year, letting students to return Jan. 2, was not sought
out, thus eliminating it as an option.
The winter break in the 2021-22 school year began
Saturday, Dec. 18. Finals were completed by Friday,
Dec. 17.
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Carmel High School’s 2022-23 winter break schedule places finals up against Christmas Eve.

Assassins
cont. 1

ately surrounding them.
“It usually takes multiple months,
and the game is played all around
Carmel and Monterey,” explains
Dante Garderet, a CHS alumnus who
ran the game for the Class of 2020.
“There are restrictions in place only
around the school and places of work
and worship.”
The long list of rules necessary to
keep the game running smoothly and
safely still don’t infringe upon action.
When Weisenfeld and her friend attempted to lure her friend’s assassin,
who doubled as Weisenfeld’s target,
into a trap, her own assassin appeared
in a surprise attack.
“She came out of nowhere from
above the bushes across the street,”
the senior explains. “She started running at me, but her Nerf gun wasn’t
working, so I stunned her several
times.”
Cassady wasn’t so lucky.
“I was feeling confident because I
live in a gated community, and I had
my sister walk out before me,” Cassady says. “But she didn’t see Ariana

Smith, my assassin, and she popped
out of nowhere and hit a really nice
shot. It was pretty depressing.”
While thrilling, the game is also
demanding and stressful, deterring
others from participating.
“I think I made the right choice
in not doing so,” says senior Darrell Wang, who decided on a more
relaxing spring semester. “Overall it
seems very fun, but for me it would
be too inconvenient. It’s fun to watch
other people be stressed, but I’m not
trying to do that for myself.”
The game continues to play out
with about 55 remaining competitors
as seniors hope for a conclusive resolution before graduation.

photo by KATE CAMPBELL
CHS senior Kate Campbell takes a photo with classmate Stevie Dean, her target, whom she eliminated in an effort to secure a victory in this year’s Assassins.
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As gas prices rise, students struggle to afford to fill up
BY SOPHIA BONE

Paschal, who commutes to Carmel High School from
In response to increasing gas prices, currently near Carmel Valley. “It annoys me every morning and some$6 per gallon of regular gasoline, teen drivers are mak- times I realize, ‘Shoot, I have no money, and I have to
ing lifestyle adjustments such as limiting driving time get to school.’”
In response, Paschal recently found a job to work
and looking for new means to obtain gas money.
after
school and has begun to receive parental help in
As paying for gas is one of the main expenditures for
paying
for gas.
the average teenager, this directly affects the student
The national state gas price is $4.23 per gallon, with
population of Carmel Unified School District, which
California
requiring the most expensive price at an avruns from Cachagua to Big Sur, decreasing beach
erage
of
$5.88
per gallon. Kansas has the nation’s lowdrives and raising tensions about who is driving whom.
“I really just think it’s stupid,” says junior Abigail est price of about $3.77 per gallon, according to the
American Automobile Association as of
March 3. Until now,
the national average
has not exceeded $4
per gallon since 2008
and only California,
Hawaii and Nevada
have prices that are
above $5 per gallon.
“Right now I am
trying to leave my
car places as much
as I can and trying
to drive less when I
don’t have to,” says
junior Elijah Epstein,
who pays for premium gas and has a
parent that lives in
Big Sur.
Many
students,
including
Paschal
and Epstein, have
stopped completely
filling up their tanks
and instead pay a
fixed amount to then
attempt to make the
resulting gas last as
long as possible.
CHS juniors Mya
Schnader and John
Phillips Sullivan pay
for gas with a savings
account they earned
photo by SOPHIA BONE during their respective summer jobs.
Filling up at the gas station has quickly become a least favorite activity of CHS students.

Masks off
cont. from 1

and if they still feel on edge about
things, we’ll see what we can do to
help them out.”
Generally, though, teachers are excited to be back in the classroom with
kids’ smiling faces.
“It feels so wonderful to see students’ faces--some I have never seen
before, even though I have known
them for seven months,” English
teacher Shelley Grahl says. “My
classroom has more of a friendly feel
with the addition of seeing smiles for
the first time.”
That friendly feel seems to be a
common atmospheric shift in classes
as numerous teachers reported that
their students have been talking and
interacting more since the mask lift.
Math teacher Jody Roberts notes that
she was surprised to find that some of
her students were more talkative with
their masks off than on, and not al-

But Sullivan has family in Prunedale and Schnader has
volleyball practice in Castroville three times a week,
so they are finding ways to stretch out their gas money
longer mainly through carpooling, refraining from eating out and finding cheaper gas stations such as the one
at Costco.

The average price for gas
in California is $5.88 per
gallon, making it difficult
for some students to pay
for a full tank.

“We have a Costco membership, that’s how I manage,” Schnader says. “My mom’s Costco card basically
lives in my wallet.”
For some students, having to account for more gas
money in their budget is stalling other projects.
“I am currently fixing my other truck, which is
cheaper to fill up than the vehicle I am currently in,”
senior Wyatt Todd explains. “But since I now have to
fill my tank once a week, it is slowing down the fixing
process because I only get paid every two weeks.”
Although the increase has been frustrating for kids
and their wallets, there is a valid reason for the increase: In response to the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, the United States has levied harsh economic sanctions against Russia, an important oil supplier for the
US. While prices were already rising, this has spurred
a greater increase.
In general, students are understanding and some are
even looking on the bright side of the situation.
“I think it’s good,” junior Hannah Kastner says, “because think about it: People are gonna wanna drive less,
they’ll start to carpool and fossil fuels emissions are
gonna be lower. We are doing this to support Ukraine,
and you just have to give a little sometimes.”

ways at the appropriate time. Science
teacher Joe Mello can also attest to
this extra chattiness from students in
his classes.
Ultimately, it seems a safe environment has been created for CHS
students and staff alike with this new
upbeat energy in classrooms.
“The students who want to wear
masks wear masks, and the students
who don’t want to don’t,” Grahl
notes. “It seems like everyone accepts and respects everyone else’s
choice, and on we go with the semester.”
This story also appeared in The
Carmel Pine Cone on March 25.

photo by RILEY PALSHAW
While most classrooms observed a 50/50 split between masked and unmasked students on
March 14, the majority of student were unmasked by the end of the week.
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Get Philosophized
Is it ethical to kill a dictator?
BY EMMA BROWN

Emma Brown is a utilitarian humanist
and a self-described rationalist.
In light of the recent tragedies in
Ukraine, Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina, proposed on
“Hannity” that someone should simply assassinate the Russian president
Vladimir Putin in order to put an end
to the onslaught of violence. Politicians
and citizens alike quickly took to social
media, admonishing the senator for his
statements. Despite the clearly insensitive posturing of the notion, though, the
question remains: Was Graham right to
advocate for the death of a tyrant? Is
it ethical to kill a dictator who is causing harm to hundreds of thousands of
people?
To German philosopher Immanuel
Kant, this isn’t even a question: There
is no circumstance under which it is
ethical to kill someone. As a non-consequentialist, Kant believes that there is
a moral code that needs to be followed,
that there are some actions that are simply morally impermissible, despite the
circumstances surrounding them. Kant
says that humans have to make ethical
decisions when they are of sober mind,
not when we are flooded with emotion,
such as when we see images of demolished buildings and ruined homes in the

news.
In response to Graham’s argument,
Kant would say that because individuals are authors rather than instruments,
when we exercise control over the fate
of others we are denying others their
dignity and their undeniable right to exercise bodily autonomy. In other words,
killing Putin is inherently unethical because we are using another human being as a means to an end.
For a utilitarian, Kant’s refusal to
acknowledge the exacerbating circumstances surrounding the decision is
criminal.
English philosopher Jeremy Bentham, the founder of utilitarianism, said
that every person must act in a way that
maximizes happiness for the greatest
number of people. When considering
Graham’s proposal, a consequentialist such as Bentham wouldn’t hesitate to pull the trigger. Because of the
pain and suffering caused by Putin,
not only to the Ukrainians fleeing their
country, but to the people around the
globe suffering financially due to sanctions, killing the president would be the
ethical thing to do because it would be
maximizing happiness.
For many global citizens, Graham’s
call to action is, in some ways, justifiable. It’s certainly something that many
of us mutter under our breath as we read
the paper every morning. Yet when a
politician openly calls for the assassination of a foreign leader, something
inside of us cringes. That’s because
the American moral code is built upon
non-consequentialist thought. Most of
us agree that there are some things we
ought not do, like murder.
So would most of us ever pull the
trigger to kill Putin? No. Deontological
thought is too ingrained in most of us.
But would many of us support someone
else killing the dictator? Yes, because
we have an intrinsic desire for fairness
and equity.

Can our politically polarized
society be fixed?
BY SHAYLA DUTTA

Two hours and two bowls of ice
cream later and I still have yet to move
from the dining room table. Everyone
else has cleaned the kitchen and gone to
bed. The house is quiet, except for the
continued and impassioned debate between my step dad and me. This is not
an unusual scene for my family, despite
the fact that our political beliefs are
closer aligned than my stepdad would
care to admit.
While these evenings often end in
mutual exhaustion, when I finally exit
the dining room, I am neither angry nor
with a drastically different ideology.
These debates don’t change my mind,
nor close it. They widen my perspective and temper my initial indignance.
During these discussions, my focus
shifts from expressing anger to pondering solutions, and I would like to think
I offer a bit more perspective to my opponents, just as they do for me, though
I am unsure of how convincing I am.
For example, in an argument about
the seasons, I would enter as a proud
proponent of winter, and as the discussion progresses, eventually acknowledge a few merits of summer. After the
argument, my step dad might reveal he
actually preferred skiing anyway. Of
course, arguments such as these scale
up in emotion and intensity when contemplating more consequential matters.
What I have realized in past years
is that discussions such as these are

unique. We are a nation full of hatred,
spite and anger. We all love to discuss
controversial topics among people we
agree with, bolstering each other’s
views and burrowing further into our
own beliefs.
To be fair, I’m not exactly moderate
in my views and continue to struggle
with the art of compromising. Despite
this, even I know that if everyone in
the world were to agree with me, things
would quickly get out of hand.
Even in the face of how polarized
our nation has become, I believe that,
to a certain degree, our division can be
fixed.
By “fixed,” I do not mean that everyone should agree with each other
because that is not what democracy is.
The simple truth is: No one has all the
answers, regardless of education, experience or wisdom. By “fixed,” I mean
that we must recognize the value of our
disagreements. We need to have conversations to understand, not defend.
This does not give credence to conspiracy theories or serious levels of extremism; these types of beliefs are often
rooted in emotion instead of logic, and
thus logical reasoning does not always
apply here. Regardless, there are very
few people who truly wish harm upon
others. The vast majority of us act in
the best interests of our family and our
community, whether that be at the local, state or national level.
From this basic assumption, it has
become easier for me to accept the gray
area in issues I initially perceived as
black-and-white. Forcing ourselves to
be a little more open to others’ views
will not end the careers of corrupt politicians nor stop the spread of misinformation, but it will help communities to
build bridges across the gaping chasm
of partisan divide. No one is expected
to give up their beliefs, but instead foster a curiosity behind the reasoning of
the other side.
Anyone who knows me is aware I
am not lenient in my beliefs. I will still
passionately defend my ideals at my
dinner table and beyond. But I will also
continue to work on broadening my
perspective, as I believe we all should.
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Amid student and community dissent, district has
more obstacles to overcome for late start time
BY SHAYLA DUTTA
Despite a years-long push for later high school and
middle school start times in CUSD, an additional delay
of this change continues to appear most probable, leading to student and community dissent.
A postponed timeline for Carmel High School’s
stadium lights, while a critical factor, is joined by bus
driver shortages, increasing day care requirements,
COVID-19 setbacks and other issues in helping determine this decision, CUSD superintendent Ted Knight
says.
“Not having stadium lights would make a late start
difficult, but it’s certainly not the only reason,” Knight
explains. “We’re not saying no, we’re just saying we’re
not ready–and this isn’t a decision we came up with
lightly.”
According to Knight, the most viable option for
transitioning to a late start would require elementary
schools to move to an earlier start time, which presents additional issues in conjunction with the large geographical area of CUSD.
The response to the delay has not been favorable.
“My heart dropped when I read it’s not happening,”
sophomore Gia Panetta says. “It’s so disappointing as
it’s something that I’d been looking forward to since
seventh grade.”
This sentiment is echoed by many CHS classmates,
especially those within the current junior class who can
no longer expect a later start time before they graduate.
“I only have my perspective, but at the same time
I don’t think they’re putting in as much effort as they
should,” says junior Maggie Johnston, secretary of the
Associated Student Body at CHS. “And I think the ex-

ception for rural schools gave the district an out to procrastinate this issue and deal with it later.”
In addition to being the father of two students at
CUSD, Scott Hirschfield is also the former head of an
independent school in Wyoming. During his time there,
Hirschfield’s school moved from a 7:50 a.m. to a 9 a.m.
start time.
“The difference was dramatic,” Hirschfield says.
“Immediately, especially with first-hour classes, the
whole atmosphere in the school was more lively.”
According to Hirschfield, students and staff overwhelmingly preferred and enjoyed the later start time,
even though they also had to overcome day care, transportation and other issues.
“One of the arguments against a later start was that
‘students will just go to bed that much later,’ but we
found that wasn’t the case,” Hirschfield explains.
“They kept going to bed at the same time, but now they
were just getting more sleep.”
The effort for a late start in CUSD was strengthened
by multiple studies listing the health benefits of a later
start, prompting community concern about the health
of students in relation to the current start time of 7:45
a.m.
“This is potentially quite dangerous for our teens–for
their mental health,” says Jeanne Phillips, the parent of
two CUSD students. “And it puts them at a significant
disadvantage to other students in terms of academics
and health outcomes.”
While conscious of these perspectives, the district
also must contend with the additional effects of such a
drastic change. They say the shifting schedule wouldn’t
allow older students to look after their younger siblings,
would require bus departures for elementary-level stu-

dents as early as 6:55 a.m. and would offer fewer options for those who live far away or don’t have reliable
means of transportation. As with the stadium lights,
Knight advocates for a slower and more thorough approach to this process.
“This is going to affect every single person in this
district, so we need to slow down and talk with all of
them,” the superintendent says. “Although the sleep
research is clear, that a late start will help secondary
students, the research of unintended consequences of
doing this poorly are also very clear.”
According to Knight, the district’s concern focuses
primarily on elementary school students and marginalized groups with less dependable transportation or
other difficulties.
Some students express a desire for greater conversation and transparency regarding these setbacks.
“It would be nice if they communicated with the students more,” Johnston says. “If they talked to us about
it and explained how complicated it was, we would be
able to better understand. I really honestly think our
district can do it if they put the effort and time into it.”
A similar sentiment is expressed by parents, some of
whom feel as though this delay and the reasons behind
it have not been clearly articulated.
“If they’re not going to do it, they need to be really,
really transparent,” says parent Holly Temple, who has
two children in CUSD schools. “I know there’s a lot of
moving parts with this, I’ve been fighting this for a long
time. I know there’s buses, I know there’s sports, but
they need to lay that out so everyone can see it.”
Until a later start can be implemented, students and
parents advocate for a continuation of the discussion
that mostly ceased in light of the new California law, as
many weren’t aware that CUSD was exempt.
“These are complex issues, but I don’t feel as though
they should stop the conversation,” Hirschfield says.
“Schools are a much more pleasant place to work when
students are happy and well rested.”

COMMUNITY

Expert on sexual assault, harassment educates
students in order to raise awareness
BY BROOKE MILLER
In Room C every Thursday at lunch, Carmel High
School students gather at the Our Voices club to listen to bilingual prevention educator Lydia Turke as she
educates students on the challenging topics of sexual
assault and violence.
The Our Voices Club is a Monterey County Rape
Crisis Center organization that has found its way to
campus after a digital outbreak of students speaking
out about their sexual assault stories concerning the
culture of CHS.
“The Our Voices club starts off with teaching about
self-love, then healthy relationships and consent, and
then Sexual Assault Awareness Month in April,” Turke
says.
Club advisers Colin Matheson and Leigh Cambra
found Our Voices in their search for sexual assault and
education clubs. There was a want from both students
and teachers to raise awareness concerning sexual violence and education, and Matheson and Cambra knew
the club would be a perfect fit for CHS.
“Only half of the states mandate that sex education
must exist in public schools and only a quarter of states
mandate that it must be medically accurate,” Turke explains.
With her many years of education on the subject and
profound experience in sexual education through her
previous experience at Planned Parenthood and current role at the Monterey County Rape Crisis Center,
the educator preventor takes these triggering topics and
creates a space of comfort for students.
“Lydia knows how to communicate with the students in a way that they can take in these harsh topics
and understand them in a safe space,” says sophomore
Natalie Blackwell, the Our Voices club president.
In addition to the Our Voices club, Turke has also re-

high schools around the peninsula, Turke also assists
with the Monterey County Rape Crisis Center hotline,
where she is available to speak in both English and
Spanish while on-call.
The Monterey County Rape Crisis Center’s 24-hour
confidential hotline can be reached at (831) 375-4357
with services to help support victims of sexual assault
and harassment as well as crisis intervention services in
both English and Spanish.

cently begun to lead teacher training at CHS. Matheson
explains the teachers were responsive to her teaching
because Turke’s teaching style brings intense content
to a very human conversation.
“Human relationships are complicated and messy,” Matheson says. “There
is no book, so I think it’s empowering
to have people talking about it.”
Turke comes from a small town in
southwest Michigan, where her interest
in educating others on sexual education
sparked in her middle school classroom.
“One time, someone from the pregnancy center came in made us sign this
contract that said, ‘I, Lydia Turke, will
not have sex until marriage,’” she explains.
This
shame-based
curriculum
pushed the Michigan-native to look
more into sexual education within the
United States for her senior capstone
during her time at Kalamazoo College.
She has since developed a passion to
educate others properly on the importance of in-depth sexual education.
“Lydia has taught me how to find
help if I know anyone who has been assaulted and has taught me what to do in
those situations,” senior club member
Lelia Kraut says.
The club can also be found at high
schools in Seaside, Marina, Gonzales, Salinas and more. Some of these
courtesy of LYDIA TURKE
schools have as many as 80 members
Lydia Turke joined the Monterey County Rape Crisis Center as a
in the club.
While traveling around to different bilingual prevention educator in August 2021.
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Search for good waves has led to surfers
gravitating toward Carmel’s 11th Street

a kid.
“The further back you go, the more intense the enforcement of respect was,” Call says. “It’s really becoming less and less intense.” He adds that growing up
he had to earn his spot at the Chateau because that was
on the beach.
where the “older boys parked.”
BY FLINT NACHBAR
Mark Peterson, 50, who grew up and surfed Carmel
Call first picked up a board around the age of 14
Looking out at Carmel Beach from the top of the frequently at a young age, had to rely on other ways of and since then has been heavily involved in the surfing
community.
stairs at 11th Street, a road that runs perpendicular to checking the surf.
“I had a weather radio and I would listen to the buoy
He says, “When I started to drive, I never in my
Scenic Drive, it would not be uncommon to see surfers
out in the water catching waves, and a short walk up reports,” Peterson says. “And that was really advanced wildest dreams would go park at the Chateau.”
At the time, the Chateau was designated for the old,
11th would reveal a vibrant surf community still alive stuff where I had to learn what the swell for the day was
like based on the buoy reports.”
more experienced local surfers of the area.
within Carmel.
“No older guys park there now,”
This area, called “the Chateau”
Call says. “It’s basically become a
within the surf community, is a one
high schoolers spot at this point.”
block section of 11th Street where loCall refers to today’s highschoolcal surfers gather to talk and hang out
ers as the “next generation of surfers
before and after their surf sessions in
in the area,” clarifying that he has no
the water.
problem with the way that the ChaLongtime surfer Craig Cox, 51,
teau is today: “Things change and
credits the creation of the Chateau to
things evolve. And what I think is
a $2 million walking path installed
cool is that the next generation does
in 1988 along Scenic Drive. Before
treat the Chateau with respect.”
the path’s installation, local surfers
Another local surfer, Zach Downwould park on Scenic above the 11th
ing, 46, noticed the importance of
Street surf break. A large hedge ran for
respect at the Chateau when he was
about a block on Scenic Drive, which
first starting out as a young kid.
provided cover from the wind. The
“If you messed up in the water
creation of a walking path brought
and burned someone or ran someone
parking restrictions on Scenic which
over, you were gonna hear about it,”
pushed surfers to park up a block,
photo by JULIA HADLAND
says Downing, referring to a surfer
but complaints from the surrounding
With
a
history
that
extends
back
many
generations,
it
is
the
Chateau
that
has
kept
surfers
stealing another surfer’s wave. “It’s
neighbors caused the crowds to move
a good lesson in life in that way: You
up another block to what is currently connected, which in turn keeps the culture alive.
have got to respect your elders.”
the Chateau.
But with a limited amount of waves in the water,
Downing says that he experienced the same pecking
“Surfers are always trying to find the sun and a spot
competition is created where multiple surfers can be order at the Chateau and in the surfing lineup.
away from the wind,” Cox says.
“Surfing here was a lot rougher back then, guys were
The Chateau provides both sunshine and protection seen fighting for a singular wave. This creates a promipretty snap,” Dowing says. “If you got out of line, you
from the wind, causing a younger generation of surfers nent pecking order based on experience and sorority.
The pecking order can also be seen outside of the got checked pretty quick.”
to gravitate towards it because of its location.
Downing feels that Carmel is one of the last towns
For those surfers who grew up without cell phones, water as well. Local surfer Andrew Call, 33, recalls
how
the
Chateau
has
evolved
since
he
was
a
kid.
Call
on
the Central Coast that still has that surfing commuthe only way to check if the waves were worth surfing
was to go down to the beach. This led to gravitating mentions the principle of respect and how that played nity because the community is kept alive by the Chatoward the Chateau, located right above the best break a large part in his experiences surfing Carmel Beach as teau.

CLUBS

Sophomore’s connection with Panetta
Institute sparks policy club on campus
BY AINSLEY HENDERSON

Carmel High’s latest organization, the Public Policy
Club, was founded by sophomore Marcus Michie in
March and aims to educate future leaders on the ins and
outs of democracy via the Leon Panetta Lecture Series,
hosted by the Panetta Institute over Zoom.
“It’s really important for high school students to be
educated on public policy at a young age,” Michie says.
“Public policy encompasses everything: taxes, infrastructure, health policy.”
After reaching out to the Panetta Institute, a nonpartisan center founded by Leon and Silvia Panetta,
in search of public-policy-oriented programs for high
schoolers, Michie was invited to attend the Lecture
Series and ask questions of the speakers, a variety of
notable people in politics.
This sparked the club.
“Public policy is really interesting,” says sophomore
Brooklyn Chavez. “And something I can always apply
to real-world situations.”
Public Policy members are enthusiastic about the
political and policy-related debates that the lecture series is helping to stimulate.
So far, meeting attendees have watched and discussed two lectures out of the four-part series. Part
one, titled “Who Will Win -- Democrats, Republicans,
Truth or Fear,” resulted in a discussion about the United States’ foreign policy towards the Russia-Ukraine
conflict, and part two, “Who Will Lead the World in the
Fight Between Democracy and Autocracy,” will continue that discussion, along with NATO’s response to

the refugee crisis.
“We’ve only had two meetings so
far,” club adviser and history teacher
Joe McCarty says. “But I think it’s cool
that they are getting a chance to see the
Panetta Institute lectures.”
Currently, the club is almost wholly
made up of sophomores, something the
founder hopes to change.
“Most of my friends and most people I know have heard about the club
because they know my name and they
know me,” Michie says. “But I’m
searching for possible members from
different classes.”
Michie plans on doing some advertising, mainly through the social media
platform Instagram. He has already announced the club via the Carmel High
bulletin and video bulletin.
Lectures are published once a month
with the first one posted Feb. 28 and the
final part to be posted May 2. Significant political figures, including 2020
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton,
former British prime minister David
Cameron and senators Bill Bradley and
Kelly Ayotte, are taking part.
photo by AINSLEY HENDERSON
The Public Policy Club meets every
Tuesday at lunch in McCarty’s classAfter the lectures end, students in the Public Policy Club gather at lunch to
room.
clarify and discuss questions.
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VAPA show officially canceled for first time in event’s history
“Over the past couple of years,” Handley says,
“we’ve been bringing the eighth graders here so they
can see what VAPA is all about before they decide what
The visual and performing arts department made a
classes they want to sign up for, and now they have no
collective decision to cancel the Carmel High School
idea. Same goes for new staff members who have never
annual VAPA performance this year due to COVID-19
seen us in action, so how do they value it?”
setbacks and interfering school events.
Though disappointed, visual arts classes completed
Since the Jan. 18 and Feb. 10 dates didn’t work out
their VAPA show works without the added stress of reon account of the Omicron spike, department chair
hearsals. Art teacher Steven Russell says, “It’s not as
president and Video Production teacher Brian Granbery
intense to create the visuals used in the show compared
hoped to push the show back until May 6, but teachers
to the performing arts classes who have to constantly
were hesitant due to AP testing that week. On March
practice a specific composition.”
23, the department agreed that adding another perforSimilar to art, Video
mance heavily conflicted
Production
II students
with other school events,
believe that performsuch as the school play,
ing arts classes are
the music and choir Hermore affected by the
itage festival field trip to
cancellation.
Southern California, the
“It was pretty deart show and the dance
moralizing
when we
show.
first
found
out
the show
“During the first few
may not happen,” CHS
show dates, COVID-19
junior Jerry Marnell
was pervasive so we desays, “but it wasn’t as
cided to delay it,” Granbig of a concern for the
bery explains. “From
video department bethere the music and
cause we had already
drama departments were
filmed our section.”
unavailable, so we came
With the amount of
to the conclusion that it
class
time and preparamay not work out.”
tion
put
into performThe VAPA show at
ing arts pieces, Jazz
CHS was loosely estabWorkshop and Dance
lished in the early 2000s
III’s collaboration, as
and started as an open
well as Dance IV’s
house event in the gym.
piece, will be incorpoIn its current incarnarated into the end-oftion, performances from
year dance show.
CHS art, music, choir,
“The VAPA show
drama, video and dance
is
one of my favorite
courses create a multiperformances
because
media production shown
we get to showcase
to the entire school each
what we have been reyear in the theater.
courtesy of CHS Yearbook
hearsing to the entire
“The VAPA show
was the first ever per- The VAPA show, according to music teacher Brian Handley (left), gives students a rite of passage into the world of multi-media school,” says CHS senior Ruby Maxion, the
formance in our theater productions.
dance club president. “It
when it first opened and
hasn’t been canceled since then,” says dance teacher dropped it and have not looked at it since December. So [was] particularly special in dance this year because we
in terms of re-learning and polishing, our piece wasn’t brought in a guest choreographer to set choreography
Kristine Tarozzi.
on dance four.”
Even in 2021 during distance learning, the VAPA ready to be performed whatsoever.”
Minor
performances
from
a
few
VAPA
classes
will
Despite this year’s cancellation, the VAPA show will
department was able to put out a 50-minute video with
take place during the art show April 20 and the open return in January 2023.
at-home performances and art.
CHS music teacher Brian Handley comments on house April 28, partially to showcase what VAPA classhow the curriculum of his classes are impacted with es are about to incoming freshman and new staff, but it
will be minimal compared to the usual production.
VAPA show rehearsals each year.
BY AVA CAMARGO

“When we get back from winter break in January,
75% of the focus is on the VAPA show because the
time window is short and we have to make sure we are
ready,” Handley says, “so it certainly took some time
to rehearse.”
Unlike music, choir classes stopped preparing for
the show early this year, but committed class time during the first semester to learning collaborative performances with music and dance, along with a piece from
the musical “Dear Evan Hanson.”
“We spent quite a lot of time on the show,” choir
teacher Thomas Lehmkuhl says, “but completely

ACADEMICS

Following year off, CAASPP testing back for CHS juniors
BY CLAIRE PETERSON
After being waived in the 2020-21 school year, the
California Assessment of Student Testing and Progress
program is resuming throughout California, and Carmel
High teachers are working to prepare their students for
the assessments.
The CAASPP curriculum consists of English, math
and science assessments designed to appraise the
ability of elementary schoolers, middle schoolers and
high school juniors to retain and learn information
in accordance with state standards. The testing block
takes place over a period of multiple days to provide
students with enough time to complete it.
“They have more than one day to finish it,” CHS
math department chair Steve Nacht says, “which I
like because it gives them time to double check their
answers and really ponder the questions.”
The test results do not count directly towards

strengthening students’ chances of being admitted to
colleges–the purpose of the test is simply to assess
students on certain subjects and prepare them for
college coursework. Test scores can be used by schools
to help guide them towards finding what classes would
be most suitable for students in the following years,
such as assisting them in deciding which students
would excel in certain classes.
“All juniors take the English language arts and math
Smarter Balanced portion of the test,” CHS English
department chair Barbara McBride explains. “It was
waived last year because of COVID-19, so I think
students have sort of forgotten what it’s like.”
Teachers are finding a variety of ways to prepare
their students for the assessments. Junior English
teachers, including McBride, are going to spend the
weeks leading up to the test assigning their students
smaller writing assignments, many of which will be
timed.

“I’m planning on giving my Pre-Calculus and
Calculus AB classes some practice Smarter Balance
tests,” Nacht says, “so that they can get a feel of what
the actual test will be like.”
Students can also access online practice tests through
the official CAASPP website, which they can do on
their own to prepare for the assessments.
The Smarter Balanced assessments are mandated for
all juniors, unless parents choose to waive it for their
child, but certain parts of the CAASPP test, such as the
science portion, are not required to be taken by every
student.
The math portion of the test takes place from April
19 to 25 and the English testing is from May 16 to 20.
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CHS students navigate majors, prestige and
financial concerns during college decisions
of work experience.”
Location is another critical element for students,
Across the country, March is recognized by high prompting them to reflect on where they would enjoy
school seniors as the highly anticipated month dur- spending their next four years. Teagan Cox, who liming which college acceptances begin to roll in. As stu- ited her applications to colleges in New York City and
dents’ inboxes are flooded with decision letters, they Hawaii, is currently leaning toward an east coast exare faced with the issue of choosing where they intend perience and is planning on enrolling in Manhattan’s
to spend the next four years of their lives.
Pace University as an education major in the fall.
For many Carmel High seniors, the availability of
When selecting colleges to apply to in the fall of
their intended major at a prospective college is the 2021, many seniors also factored in the prestige of unimost important factor when choosing a university. versities, valuing the name brand and the status that
When applying to schools, Lily Weisnenfeld had to comes with attending a well-known college.
ensure that each college offered landscape architecture
“Prestige has to be important,” says senior John
as a major.
Hoffman, who applied to 20 universities as either a
“If you have a niche major, you have to pick really business or economics major. “They come with alumspecific schools because some schools don’t have it ni networks and for your career. The name brand is
and you can’t apply,” Weisenfeld explains.
important.”
Unique programs present another pull factor for
Though prestige plays an undeniable role in where
students, with universities across the nation offering a Carmel High School students apply to college, current
diverse range of institutions. For Dylan Hakim, the op- undergraduates encourage seniors to examine what
portunities that Northeastern University’s experiential university will best serve their interests and view repulearning program presented immediately drew her to tation as an additional benefit.
the Boston private school.
“The prestige of your college won’t matter as much
“They integrate work experience into your academ- as how you personally feel there,” advises 2021 CHS
ics,” says Hakim. “The second semester of your sec- grad Cassie Gorman, currently a freshman at the Uniond year, you start a co-op. It’s basically a paid intern- versity of California, Davis. “You will remember the
ship, but you’re not doing intern work, you’re doing friends and memories you make way more than the
an actual job for a real company, and during that time accolades that university could give you.”
you don’t take any classes, you are just working. You
When considering what school was best for them,
can do this up to three times and get up to 18 months other seniors took stock of financial considerations,
carefully examining
available financial aid
and merit programs
available at their prospective universities.
Ninety percent of undergraduate students
at private universities
and 88% of students
at public colleges were
awarded financial aid
during the 2018-19
school year, according
to the National Center
for Education Statistics.
When Joseph McShane was applying to
colleges, he analyzed
the majors that they
offered, but focused
on whether attending
each university would
be a wise financial decision.
“I took stock of
the scholarships and
financial aid I would
receive, as well as
the schools that offered work-to-study
programs,” says McShane.
“Basically
if you work for the
school they help cover
tuition costs for you.”
While some stucourtesy of DYLAN HAKIM
dents
choose to apply
Though many seniors select their college in March, some seniors like Dylan Hakim applied
to four-year universities,
early decision in the fall.

BY EMMA BROWN

others find community colleges to be a wiser financial
decision for themselves and their family. In an effort to
be as debt-free as possible, Gigi Luster plans to attend
Monterey Peninsula College in the fall.

“The prestige of your
college won’t matter
as much as how you
personally feel there.
You will remember the
friends and memories you
make way more than the
accolades that university
could give you.”
Though students’ financial futures participate in
their college decisions, some factor their academic future into account when applying to universities.
“Thinking about med school really influenced
where I decided to apply,” Tristan Staehle says. “I got
advice from a few doctors that it’s better to go to a
less competitive one because you’ll stand out more to
a med school. It is better to be top of your class somewhere that’s less competitive, compared to still doing
great at another school, but you’re middle of the pack
at Harvard or Stanford.”
While the school’s academic reputation plays a role
in the appeal of a university, students also weigh the
social opportunities at a college. For Addie Crabbe,
the school spirit demonstrated at the University of
Southern California drew her to the college immediately, while 2020 CHS grad Michelle Foley, now a
sophomore at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut, searched for a university with a culture that
fit her personality and interests.
“I really resonated with the student culture, especially because I love how Yale has such a strong emphasis on both arts and academics,” Foley says. “That
was really important to me, and not every school has
that.”
While the majority of students choose their future
college following regular decision admissions, which
come out in March, others applied to the university of
their dreams through early decision and early action
admission, eliminating the stress of choosing between
schools.
Colleen Cordell, who applied early action to Notre
Dame University as a psychology major, always knew
that the land of the Fighting Irish was the place for her.
“Notre Dame has always been on my radar because
growing up my parents took us to football games all
the time and they went there and so they obviously
loved the school,” Cordell explains. “As I started to
think about colleges and the experience that I wanted,
it just made sense.”
Though college is a major decision to make and requires the consideration of all factors, it can be an exciting journey for students as they move into the next
phase of their life.
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Record number of UC, CSU freshman
applicants dealing with rejections
BY MARCUS MICHIE
For the second consecutive year, a recordbreaking number of applicants and the repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic–interrupted
extracurriculars and limited opportunities for
students–were felt by many Carmel High School
seniors during their admissions to schools within
the University of California and California State
University systems.
“Internships and extracurricular activities
were limited by COVID-19, which contributed
to students being denied at a higher level this
year,” says CHS college and career counselor
Darren Johnston.
With limited opportunities and changes to
admissions policies, such as the elimination of
standardized testing from applications, many
CHS students were met with disappointment this
admissions season.
“The UCs were a blood bath this year without standardized testing,” says senior Addie
Crabbe, who applied to an assortment of in-state
public schools, including UC Los Angeles, UC
Berkeley, UC Davis, UC Santa Barbara, California Polytechnic State University and San Diego
State University.

64,000 more
students applied
to the UC system
during the 2021
admissions
season than
2011.
Now, Crabbe plans to attend another
of her top choices, University of Southern California, after being waitlisted at
UCLA and rejected from UCSB.
Senior Stevie Dean expresses the belief that the UC’s policy of remaining
test-blind in the admissions process contributed to his rejections from UCLA and
Cal and being waitlisted from UC San
Diego.
“Considering how competitive the
process was this year, I don’t know if my
SAT score of 1510 would have helped my
application very much,” Dean concedes.
For some students, finding SAT
and ACT testing centers was difficult
throughout lockdown, with many centers
closed and examination dates canceled

throughout quarantine. Though public schools
in California no longer require students to submit standardized testing scores, many private
schools across the nation continue to give applicants the option to submit them.
“The SAT score might’ve helped me get into
the private schools,” Dean theorizes.
Following their two-year suspension of standardized testing submissions, CSU schools decided March 23 to permanently do away with
SAT and ACT scores, following in the footsteps
of the UC system’s 2020 decision.
Though a lack of standardized testing may
have muddled the waters of college admissions,
an influx of applications to schools across the nation made admissions increasingly competitive
this year.
“There is such a manic increase in applications in every public university in the country
partly because of anxiety and the fear of not being accepted,” Johnston says.
During 2022 undergraduate admission,
203,700 students applied to schools within the
UC system, about 64,000 more than one decade
prior. In a parallel, 59,004 students applied for
freshman admission into Cal Poly, 4,395 more
applicants than the previous year. Overall freshman applications to CSU schools have also increased, with 608,569 applications as of Dec.
15, an increase of 70,567 applications from the
previous year.
“Acceptances felt like winning the lottery,”
Crabbe says, “because the process became much
more competitive among thousands of applicants.”
Among the record number of applicants,
many with uncommonly high grade point averages, differentiating applications was difficult
without standardized testing.
“Seniors had the most impressive transcripts
and GPAs in recent Carmel High School history,” says Johnston referencing the fact that 30%
of this year’s CHS seniors have grade point averages of 4.3 or higher.
With an unprecedented number of freshman
applications as well as evolving admissions policies, many students are left discontent with the
results of this year’s college rejections.

How did admissions
to the UCs and CSUs
go for you?
Dylan Barrett, senior
Although I got waitlisted at UC Santa
Cruz, overall my experience was pretty
expected since I
got into every California state school
I applied to, but it
seemed like I was
the only one who
got the results they
expected.

Ema Kamler, senior
I actually got rejected from San Diego
State, which was
where I planned on
going, but I got into
UCLA and UC Davis,
so I think that it’s
honestly pretty random.

Darrell Wang, senior
I got accepted into
UC San Diego, but
waitlisted at San
Diego State, which
doesn’t accept essays in their admission process and
strictly looks at
stats. That was very
unexpected as San
Diego State was the
only school I had
designated as a
safety school.
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Research conducted by students AIMs to make local changes
regarding youth mental health
BY ALEXIS PINE
AIM Youth Mental Health, a nonprofit organization
that prioritizes research on youth wellness, is spreading the passion for awareness through Ideas Lab, a new
program where Monterey County high school students
take data from surveys completed by classmates to propose recommendations to local administrators about
how to address the recent mental health crisis.
Providing a platform revolving around youth mental health and development research, students receive
hands-on experience in the gathering and analysis of
data, which will be proposed to community leaders at
the AIM Scientific Symposium on April 29 at Carmel’s
Sunset Center.
“That’s the whole point of Youth Participatory Action Research,” director of program development Tricia Wiltshire says. “It’s not just about doing research,
it’s about taking a look at your results and then advocating for change. It’s important that we as adults listen
to teens.”
The anonymous five-minute surveys ask high school
students what struggles they have experienced among
their friends and within themselves, such as whether a
friend has confided in them before about their struggles
or if there’s a need to see changes in their schools.
“Most students have struggled with mental health,
and I’ve definitely faced the pressures of school,” says
sophomore Kaitlyn Myrick, an AIM volunteer. “Many
students have to take mental health days. We want to
figure out ways to encourage students to seek help and
talk about their issues and make them more common.”
The research proposed goes toward assisting the
Youth Advisory Group, separate from the AIM research project and affiliated with Stanford University’s
Allcove Centers, which provide access to various men-

tal health services and are
located across California. Assessing the wellbeing of adolescents in Monterey County
helps determine the need to
implement a local center. The
program also fosters peer-topeer relationships with data
that allows students to be
more honest with the anonymous aspects of the survey
and enables the process to be
more effective among volunteers.
“When you have a set period of time in your math class
to take a survey that’s asking
you these personal questions,
people aren’t going to take it
seriously,” sophomore Quinn
Weisenfeld says. “But if a
friend asks you to take it after
school, you feel more comfortable.”
graphic by 2019 AIM ad contest winner CEORA MINOR-ARREDONDO
At the symposium, volunteers at the research program
With the possibility of introducing more resources to
apply to present their data and recommendations to a
students, either through Carmel High School’s adminpanel of professionals, the end goal for those conductistration or Allcove Centers, suggestions that emerge
ing the research project. From there, four or five applifrom the project aim to lighten the loads of students
cants will be chosen to further their research in order to
across Monterey County through youth empowerment.
make suggestions to local schools.
“AIM supports research into youth mental health,
“It’s a real problem because a lot of us are young,
and it made sense to bring in a program where the
and we should not have to deal with these problems,”
youth were doing research,” Wiltshire says, “so they
sophomore Gia Panetta says. “It gets in the way of our
can make recommendations to us.”
learning, family relationships and overall disrupts the
lives of so many young people.”

COMMUNITY

Padre Parents supports students, staff, community through events

the Be Yourself Club and Robotics, Padre Parents has
granted them almost $7,000, according to Padre ParThrough academic recognition, staff appreciation
ents board treasurer Rod Mathews.
and grants, Padre Parents, the nonprofit organization of
“It’s really expensive to make a robot, and we reparents and guardians of Carmel High School students,
cently upgraded our robot’s motors,” says Robotis ensuring the visibility of their association’s activities
ics Club staff adviser Tom Clifford, who was granted
after two years of limited socialization by presenting
$1,000 for the team from Padre Parents.
lively events for the CHS community.
With an emphasis on graduating seniors, Padre ParThe group of parents offers academic accolades for
ents donates to Sober Grad Night, an annual parentstudents through Student-of-the-Month
sponsored event providing a supervised
recognitions. Students selected by teachand sober graduation celebration. Howers for their representation of the monthly
ever, the majority of SGN funds are raised
theme receive certificates and treats, such
through their own events, such as the
as freshly baked donuts from Red’s Donuts
Rummage Sale in April.
or cookies from Sweet Reba’s. Past themes
“This year, we struggled with some
have included November’s “High Level
fundraising,” says Sober Grad committee
Thinkers” and February’s “Helpful to Othchair Lynnea Terranova. “It’s possibly due
ers.”
to both inflation and the results of a two“Padre Parents are active, and students
year pandemic.”
appreciate their work,” sophomore Duke
Attempting to cover the expenses for
Smith says.
all 200 graduating CHS and Carmel ValWith ice cream and toppings from Reley High students to attend free of charge,
vival Ice Cream in February, Padre Parents
Sober Grad’s ambition would cost about
recognized the 432 high and highest honor
$60,000 this year, to which Padre Parents
roll students of the first semester.
offers financial support.
Continuing their provision of food, the
As well as contributing to seniors’ safe
association welcomes students through
graduation, the association provides an
their annual “Balanced Break” in August,
annual endowment to the Carmel High
providing an assortment of snacks includ- photo by CHRISTINA MOREAU
School Foundation’s Star Awards, which
ing Corn Nuts, Cracker Jacks, chocolate The Senior Minute Party on Feb. 11 provided the Class of 2022 with coffee cake and provides scholarships to seniors, accordcroissants and apples.
ing to Dale DePalatis, board secretary and
gifts, including conversation hearts, chocolates, stickers and more.
“We want to welcome freshmen espechair of the CHSF scholarship committee.
cially,” says Padre Parents board president
teacher and staff appreciation “Old World Deli Lunch” This year, the organization is donating $3,000 to the
Christina Moreau, “and let them know Padre Parents in March represent some of the methods Padre Parents scholarship fund.
are here to support students.”
employ to demonstrate their support of CHS staff and
Padre Parents is working to ensure their events and
Although Padre Parents continues to provide for the faculty.
support are visible to the students, staff and parents of
students at CHS, guidelines recommended by the CenFurther demonstrating their support for CHS depart- the CHS community.
ters for Disease Control and Prevention have restricted ments and clubs, including the student support, theater,
BY MARCUS MITCHIE

their comprehensive presence on campus.
“Much of the work they do for us has been undercover,” says junior McCartney Hong, whose mother is
active with the organization, “and students should be
more appreciative.”
Though remaining in accordance with the CDC’s
recommendations, they continue to formulate imaginative events for students and staff. Their Teacher Appreciation “Holiday Cookie Buffet” in December and
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Carmel community observing month of Ramadan
BY SAFIA BOUHAJA

Ramadan, the Islamic holy month of fasting, introspection and prayer for Muslims, has finally arrived,
and there will be plenty of celebrations for the Carmel
community.
Beginning April 1, Ramadan is the most sacred
month in Islamic culture and the time that Muslims
grow spiritually and connect to Allah and their loved
ones by fasting and abstaining from bad behaviors or
pleasures.
“God ordered Muslim followers of Islam to fast
for 30 days,” says Osama Akkad, a former teacher at
the Defense Language Institute. “Each day starts from
dawn to dusk, and during that period of time you can
not drink or eat or perform any other functions to have
a better, more experienced understanding of how the
poor people suffer when they don’t have a meal.”
Since this is a long wait without food or water, there
is an exception within the religion for people who are
feeling ill or are too tired to continue fasting. However,
they must give back in return.
“There is a rule where you have to break your fast
and you have to eat something like a date or drink water,” Carmel High senior Mylena Galeano says. “By
doing so you must give back because one of the points
of Ramadan is to teach you self-sacrifice or self-discipline so you can understand how other people without
the privilege of food and water feel.”
It can be quite difficult to fast in communities like
Carmel, where the majority of people do not celebrate
Ramadan, because there is temptation everywhere. In
Islamic countries they have special accommodations
for work and school, including shortened school and
work days and closed restaurants during the day.
“It is challenging when there are people around you
eating while you are hungry and thirsty and feel like
you have a headache,” Galeano says. “It makes things
more difficult, and in classes it makes things harder

compared to when I do eat.”
“My family and I have never really celebrated it
During school hours it can be even harder to fast. before,” sophomore Taylan Dincer says. “My father
Taking classes, performing physical activities and see- never wanted me to do it before, as he used to fear that
ing students eat during lunch makes it harder to resist I was too young. We plan to fast the whole month, and
food.
I am really excited to take part.”
“It’s easier to focus in class, but it’s hard during
Ramadan concludes with Eid al-Fitr on May 2, and
break to not eat because everyone else is eating around many Carmel Muslims will attend prayers at mosques
you,” freshman Tasneem Khalil says.
and celebrate all day with cookies, food and gift-giving.
There are many ways people celebrate Ramadan in
“Eid al-Fitr is like Christmas,” Akkad says. “Kids
Carmel, including hosting a breakfast after sunset with love it–parents buy them new clothes and shoes and
friends and family.
they visit their relatives for breakfast. This is not just
“We like to break the fast with a small cup of milk a day of celebration but the day to settle any conflicts
and a date,” says Fatima Gragg, a retired caregiver who with people.”
moved to the Carmel community after growing up in
Ramadan is going to be full of giving to Allah and
Morocco. “Then we pray and then ease into more food. growing as a person.
For example, soup or fruit to break the fast, then we
start eating the main course, which could consist of
seafood, beef or chicken.
To drink we like smoothies or juice and of course
lots of water.”
While some people enjoy breaking the fast in
their homes, others go to a
mosque to pray and share
some of their authentic
dishes with the Muslim
community.
“During the weekends
of Ramadan a bunch of
people go to the masjid to
break their fasts together,”
Khalil says. “Everyone
brings food and we all eat
and pray together.”
Some students have not
courtesy of THESUNDAILY
participated in Ramadan
before, but are excited to
Sacred Kaaba in Mecca throughout the month of Ramadan.
do it for the first time.

COMMUNITY

From learning geology to practicing personal reflection,
desert trip returns after two-year hiatus
workshops and opportunities for personal growth and
vulnerability.
“The beauty of the desert, the vastness of the desFrom April 10-16, 50 students will be traveling to
ert, the starkness of the desert, there’s something about the desert with teachers Jason Maas-Baldwin, Joe Melthe desert that allows people to turn inward, and a lot lo and Granbery, as well as a group of selected staff,
comes out of it,” says video production teacher Brian often CHS graduates, whose specialties range from
Granbery, a staff leader on the CHS desert trip.
outdoor education to youth mental health counseling.
After over two years indoors, three teachers, a
Started almost 40 years ago by retired biology teachunique handful of staff and dozens of students are re- er Richard Fletcher, the trip was originally meant to
turning to participate in the awe-inspiring desert trip help troubled teens. Over the years, it has morphed into
to Joshua Tree, California, where there will be diverse a program that cultivates personal growth, builds strong
activities, including eight-hour hikes, desert ecology relationships and connections and fosters a place for
students and staff to get to
know each other outside
the limits of a classroom
setting.
“It’s in a location that
allows people to do a lot
of reflection,” Granbery
says.
With minimal technology, students will have
plenty of opportunities
for reflection and development through daily
workshops and nighttime
“contracts,” in which they
have the chance to choose
one thing to work on individually. Contracts can
courtesy of ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL range from making a habit
of brushing your teeth to
CHS graduate Athena Fosler-Brazil on a hike in Joshua Tree on the 2019 desert trip.
BY HEATHER ALBIOL

healing a meaningful relationship.
Some of the leading staff include Emilie Lygren, a
poet and outdoor education curriculum writer; Amanda
Weston, a licensed mental health counselor; and Kelly
Goldberg, an outdoor education counselor.
“Looking back on it almost three years later, the
things that stand out for me are the conversations I had
with my teachers and trip leaders,” Carmel High graduate Athena Fosler-Brazil says. “People just have a lot of
wisdom to offer, and as 17-year-olds it was so valuable
to have those conversations at that period in our lives.”
The meat of the trip stands to be the growth and development of students, staff and their relationships.
Beyond the meaningful connections made, the trip
also hosts a range of fun, unique activities, including
sunrise hikes and rock climbing sessions, as well as opportunities for students to learn about Native American
cooking, geology, astronomy, desert ecology and human relationships.
“Everyone pushes each other to do better and test
their personal boundaries, emotionally and physically,”
CHS graduate Sarah Movahedi says. “I learned that,
given the opportunity to be vulnerable, everyone can
find something in common with someone else.”
With the hundreds of students who have been deeply
impacted and inspired by the desert trip thanks to the
incredible staff who lead it, those who are planning to
attend are ecstatic that the trip is back in action.
“It’s your opportunity to be who you are,” Granbery
reminds students, “express what’s on your mind and
not have any coverage like we all walk around with at
school.”
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ATHLETICS
operating budget of $7,000, fundraising is a necessity
for the wrestling program if they wish to compete.
“I wish I did not have to spend as much time fundraising as I do coaching,” Shugars says. “It’s always
a constant struggle to look for fundraising opportuniaccount until next season,” Vita says. “The other big
BY FLINT NACHBAR
ties.”
difference from school funding is there is no allocated
The CHS field hockey team worked hard to raise
amount.”
money
for the fall season as well, with head coach CasWith over 500 students enrolled in the Carmel High
According to CHS head wrestling coach Russ
sandra
Hanson
leading many of the team’s fundraising
School athletic program, team fundraising plays a large
Shugars, the team volunteers to pick up trash, pass out
efforts. During the 2018 season, Hanson used Vertical
role in paying for everything from team merchandise
water and set up tables in shifts for the Big Sur MaraRaise, a fundraising program that has the parents of
to travel costs, and often falls to head coaches to make
thon, with each athlete working 12 hours. This conathletes donate.
it happen.
tributes to a grant of around $1,000 from the Big Sur
“Using Vertical Raise, we were able to
About 50% of the $50,000 budget for
raise about $6,000,” Hanson says. “And
the fall sports season was from fundraisalthough it was very successful, it is iming. Football raised $14,000, boys’ water
portant to get the community involved to
polo raised $7,000 and girls’ tennis raised
support the team.”
$3,000 in the fall alone. Larger teams with
Field hockey typically receives commore athletes are often able to raise greater
munity
support by hosting rummage and
amounts of money.
bake sales to raise money. This was not
For CHS’ baseball program, the use of
necessary this year; the money raised in
advertisements on outfield banners brings
the 2018 season was enough to cover the
in a large amount of the team’s ASB fund.
team’s needs.
“We have 42 to 44 outfield fence signs,”
Girls’ varsity basketball coach Thomsays varsity baseball head coach Mike Kelas
Dooner
receives funding through sellly, “and we charge for those, which gives us
ing gymnasium banners to local busiplenty of money to take care of our needs.”
nesses, providing the basketball team
The money raised from stadium adverwith enough funding to pay for summer
tising goes to sports equipment, including
league fees, tournament fees and awards
bats, which can cost between $60 to $150,
for the end of the season.
uniforms; helmets, which cost an estimated
Apart from individual coach fundrais$70 each; JUGS pitching machines, which
courtesy of RUSS SHUGARS
ing,
Athletic Boosters, which helps to
can cost upward of $3,000; and baseballs,
fund ASB, raises money through gate
which cost about $3,000 to $4,000 per sea- The wrestling team raises funding through volunteer work in order to receive grants
fees
that charge community members to
son.
that help pay for tournament and travel fees.
watch
various sporting events.
Back in early 2020, Kelly also wrote a let“It;s a common misnomer that people think that
ter to the Carmel Rotary Club to request extra funding
Marathon Foundation.
sports get the money from the gate,” explains CHS athfor the baseball training area, which was granted early
“The bulk of the money we need goes to entree fees
letic director Golden Anderson. “That goes to ASB to
2021.
for tournaments and travel,” Shugars says, “because
pay for the officials that referee sporting events.”
Money that coaches fundraise is deposited into their
with wrestling we need to spend the night a lot, so all
Athletic Boosters also covers the cost of team wear,
sport’s individual Associated Student Body accounts.
the money we raise just goes so we can compete.”
including sweatshirts, jackets and shirts, with a $15
These accounts are managed by Diana Vita, CHS’ adIn addition to volunteer work, the team has worked
budget per team member, but it is the coaches’ fundministrative head of the ASB.
at the local airshow, as well as participated in a letter
raising that covers the majority of the costs.
“If a team raises money and puts it in their ASB acdrive to solicit donations and sponsors. Tournament encount and doesn’t spend it all, it gets to stay in that
try fees cost around $400 per team, and with a yearly

Coaches’ fundraising practices cover everything
from sports equipment to tournament entry fees

DISTRICT

New nutrition services director
embeds more variety in
CUSD’s school meals
BY AVA CAMARGO
Alexis Supancic began as head of the
nutrition services department March 17
with intentions of providing more nutritious breakfast and lunch options in Carmel Unified School District.
“I’m always looking for the best items
out there,” Supancic says. “My goal is
to get the cleanest label items and make
fresh meals in the kitchen when possible.”
Starting in the 2022-23 school year,
California will provide free meals to all
school children statewide as part of the
Universal Meals Program, according to
the California Department of Education.
Currently, Carmel High School will continue free meals for students who turn in
meal applications next year.
“Now that everyone is eating free this
year, we have run into some issues with
food supply and equipment, so our menu
has been limited,” Supancic explains,
“but we are working on a way to give
more nutritious meals to all students.”
Supancic and CHS cook Amanda Aleman want to provide students with at
least two options for both breakfast and

lunch everyday. In an attempt to find a
balance between what students like to eat
and nutrition, new items, such as chicken
and waffles and taco salad, will be tested
on the menu.
Before coming to CUSD, Supancic
was the registered dietitian and supervisor at Chula Vista Elementary School
District in San Diego for seven years. She
attended San Diego State University with
a major in food science and nutrition, followed by a master’s in dietetic administration to focus on the business aspect of
her career.
“The district I was previously at had
46 schools,” Supancic says, “so it was
very big in comparison to CHS and was
mainly elementary schools. I wanted to
move up here to be closer to home since I
grew up in Salinas.”
While the upcoming menu is still a
work in progress, the nutrition services
department and food staff continue to
find nutritious alternatives and a greater
food supply to support CHS students.
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‘The Lost City’
delivers blast from
the past in funny yet
predictable film
BY CLAIRE PETERSON
“The Lost City” provides a familiar take on the classic action-filled romantic comedy, one that will certainly be on a list of movies to rewatch.
Loretta Sage (Sandra Bullock) is a romance novelist
who just published her latest book, about an ancient
lost city, and is struggling to get along with her cover
model Alan (Channing Tatum) whose egotistical nature
steals the spotlight at her book talks.
When Sage is kidnapped by Abigail Fairfax (Daniel Radcliff), Alan and Jack Trainer (Brad Pitt) rush to
her rescue. After managing to escape, things quickly
go astray as Sage and Alan are flung into the midst of a
jungle on an island in the middle of the Atlantic, where
they have to escape Fairfax’s minions.
“The Lost City” is not a conventionally unique film;
it is a repeat of Robert Zemeckis’s “Romancing the
Stone” and pretty much any treasure hunting movie
ever made. Even though this genre is well-worn, the
film provides an early 1980s throwback.
While the movie gets off to a slow start, it quickly
spins into a punchline-filled action film with a sweet
life lesson about love. Despite the awkwardness between their characters at the beginning of the film,
Bullock and Tatum develop great on-screen chemistry
as the film progresses, perpetuating the will-they-orwill-they-not-get-together stereotype.
Sage and Alan’s obliviousness to surviving in the
wild plays a major role in the comedy aspect of the
film, especially Sage’s bedazzled purple onesie, not the

best outfit for hiding out in
a forest.
Tatum perfectly embodies his role as a cover
model with his signature
long blond hair, and his
performance throughout
the movie’s progression
earns the sympathy and
laughs of the audience.
The high point of the
movie hits when Pitt
makes his debut, entering with a big bang and a
tiny car. Trainer and Beth
Hatten (Da’Vine Joy Randolph) are the perfect examples of how side characters become audience
favorites, providing comedic relief at times when
it is needed the most.
Yet Radcliff is not the
right person to cast to play
a manipulative villain: He
just doesn’t have that type
of face. Despite that, the
writing of his character
portrayed him as a clueless billionaire with anger
problems, and he surprises by delivering a performance that perfectly embodies the character.
“The Lost City” is definitely the film to watch
after a long day if you’re
looking for laughs and old
movie magic.

courtesy of PARAMOUNT PICTURES
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Playlist of the Month

“Keep The Family Close” by Drake

“Normal Girl” by SZA

“LOYALTY. FEAT. RIHANNA.” by Kendrick Lamar

“BUTTERFLY EFFECT” by Travis Scott

“TSU”by Drake

“Rockalnd”by Gracie Abrams
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DC Comics reinvents the superhero with ‘The Batman’
BY SAFIA BOUHAJA

Batman truly is vengeance in this cutting-edge,
emo, 1970s-esque DC Comics superhero film “The
Batman,” and it is evident that there was a great
amount of thought and creativity put into this masterpiece from the very first scene to the end credits.
Directed by Matt Reeves, starring Robert Pattinson, playing Batman, and Zoe Kravitz, playing Catwoman, it was clear that this movie was going to
be incredible. Screenplay writer Peter Craig begins
Batman’s journey during his second year behind the
mask as he actively works with the police. When
the Riddler, a brutal murderer played by Paul Dano,
leaves a trail of clues, Batman must unmask him and
return justice to Gotham City.
Spanning a lengthy three hours, the plot and cinematography are incredibly detailed, managing to
touch on the good, bad and ugly sides of each character. Greig Fraser, the movie’s lead cinematographer,
has worked on films like “Star Wars: Rogue One”
and “Dune,” and his techniques help to bring the city
of Gotham to life.
Pattinson deeply explores Batman’s character
by showing shades of him that DC fans have never
seen before. Throughout the movie the viewer can
see how overwhelmed with grief and responsibility courtesy of WARNER BROS
Bruce Wayne is and how intimidating and badass he
is as Batman. Although Pattinson has a limited amount DC’s “The Batman” portrays Batman (Robert Pattinson) as a deeply conflicted nontraditional superhero.
of dialogue compared to the actors from previous script, is intriguing to watch. Every electric scene of Kurt Cobain in the way he had Pattinson portray Batfilms, he is still able to accurately portray the character them together gives viewers goosebumps.
man.
through his use of body language and eye movement.
Dano masters the Riddler’s evil personality and beWhen the Batmobile first appears on screen, hearHis haunted version of the caped crusader brings chills havior, differing from the performance of the character ing its roar it felt like it literally came to life, and the
to not only the criminals of Gotham, but also the fans in the campy Batman movies of the 1990s. His murder- dangerous and exhilarating car chase was one of the
in the theater.
ous sense of justice paints a horrifc scene of Gotham’s movie’s best scenes.
Kravitz’s performance as the bold and mystifying downward spiral.
Overall, “The Batman” manages to meet and exceed
cat burglar, Catwoman, is beautiful. It’s clear that she
As soon as Nirvana’s “Something In The Way” the extremely high expectations placed upon it.
dove deeply into Selina Kyle’s mentality from before starts playing, it sets the tone for the rest of the movie
she became Catwoman. The relationship between Bat- because of its unsettling lyrics and slow rhythm. It apman and Catwoman is one of the main highlights of pears that Reeves took a lot of inspiration from the late
the film. Their chemistry, helped by the fluidity of the
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Advice Column
Q: What is the nice respectful thing to do if you have been
friendzoned? Kind of ignore them? Still talk with them often? Talk with them every once in a while?
A: If you are friendzoned it is a clear indication that they
are not interested in you. Like I’ve said before, it all depends
on the kind of relationship you want to have with the person.
If you can put your feelings aside and maintain a genuine
friendship with them, then it is important to keep talking to
them. If it would be too painful to maintain a relationship
where you are only friends, distance yourself from them and
let them know you need space.

Q: How should you carry on a conversation with someone
you like after it feels like it’s come to an end?
A: People love to talk about themselves, so a question
about their day or how they feel about something is always
good. Also ask open-ended questions that can’t be answered
with a simple yes or no.

Q: I have a crush on someone who I don’t have any classes
with, and we’re not in the same friend group. What should
I do?
A: First of all, how do you know you like them? Maybe
get to know them more if you can. Be confident, introduce
yourself or find a similar interest or shared activity.

HOROSCOPES

Q: There’s this boy that I have a bunch of classes with,
and we get along great. People who don’t know us very
well think we’re dating because we talk to each other
constantly and flirt a little too. He’s literally perfect and
I like him a lot, but I recently found out that he has a
girlfriend. I never see them interact, and they don’t seem
to have a lot in common. What should I do?
A: You can flirt back, but do not interfere with his relationship. If he has a girlfriend, then respect that; he is
not available. Don’t feel like you can’t be friends with
him just because he is in a relationship, but don’t make it
more than a friendship until it is available again.
Q: I’ve been seeing this guy for a few months now,
and I know that we’re exclusive, but he hasn’t asked
me to be his girlfriend. Will I come on too strong if I
ask him if we’re boyfriend and girlfriend? I know we’re
basically already dating, but the label is important to
me. I don’t want to scare him off though.
A: Bring it up and have a relaxed conversation about
it. Don’t come on too aggressively, but ask what he
thinks about the relationship you have. If you want to
be boyfriend and girlfriend, you can either make it clear
that’s what you want, or you can wait to see how he
feels first.

Leo
Sagittarius
Lucky Leo, this month your pockets will be
Dear Sagittarius, may your dreams be as full
filled with doubloons by the dozens. Watch out as your spring break suitcase. Enjoy your time in
for nifflers who may wish to steal your shine.
the sun!

Aries
Virgo
Aries, the royal highness of mixed emotions.
Virgo, sweet Virgo. This month you will find
We just can’t seem to figure you out. One minute yourself fluttering in a field of forget-me-nots,
you’re hot, the next cold. How about we settle for marching in a meadow of marigolds and prancing
lukewarm and make it easier for us all?
in a pasture of peonies. Wherever you are, beauty
and grace shall follow.
Taurus
April showers bring May flowers. This month
Libra
may be filled with tears, but the next will be filled
Lately, my Sandpipettes have been reporting
with boutonnieres. Get ready for an awesome that some little Libras can’t take the heat that
promposal!
I’ve been dishing. Actions have consequences;

Capricorn
Capricorn-y, quit it with all of the tasteless
jokes. Get better acquainted with your audience
and adjust accordingly.
Aquarius
Recently, we lost an hour of daylight. And I
blame you. The sun took a look at your test grades
and decided to sleep in. It just gave up. Perhaps
you should as well.

perhaps you should inquire unto your brethren as
Pisces
Gemini
to why you have ended up in this author’s bad
Spicy Pisces, oh how you stun the masses.
Gemini, there is a reason why “gem” has been graces.
Every room you walk into, heads turn your way.
included in your name. You shine like a jewel
Keep up the hard work, but make sure you budget
amidst an ashen mine.
Scorpio
time to play.
Though this month may be dreary, so are you.
Cancer
Be realistic about your capabilities during April.
Beware! What once was filled with candy is Don’t pull an Icarus.
now filled with deceit. Watch out for what appears
to be a candy egg, for it may be your downfall.

